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Abstract. The recent proliferation of crowd computing initiatives on
the web calls for smarter methodologies and tools to annotate, query
and explore repositories. There is the need for scalable techniques able
to return also approximate results with respect to a given query as a
ranked set of promising alternatives. In this paper we concentrate on
annotation and retrieval of software components, exploiting semantic
tagging relying on Linked Open Data. We focus on DBpedia and propose
a new hybrid methodology to rank resources exploiting: (i) the graphbased nature of the underlying RDF structure, (ii) context independent
semantic relations in the graph and (iii) external information sources such
as classical search engine results and social tagging systems. We compare
our approach with other RDF similarity measures, proving the validity
of our algorithm with an extensive evaluation involving real users.

1

Introduction

The emergence of the crowd computing initiative has brought on the web a new
wave of tools enabling collaboration and sharing of ideas and projects, ranging from simple blogs to social networks, sharing software platforms and even
mashups. However, when these web-based tools reach the “critical mass” one of
the problem that suddenly arises is how to retrieve content of interest from such
rich repositories. As a way of example, we can refer to a platform to share software components, like ProgrammableWeb1, where programmers can share APIs
and mashups. When a user uploads a new piece of code, she tags it so that the
component will be later easily retrievable by other users. Components can be
retrieved through a keywords-based search or browsing accross categories, most
popular or new updates. The limits of such platforms, though very popular and
spread out on the entire web, are the usual ones related to keywords-based retrieval systems, e.g., if the user is looking for a resource tagged with either Drupal
or Joomla! 2 , the resources tagged with CMS (Content Management System) will
not be retrieved. For example, in ProgrammableWeb, APIs as ThemeForest and
1
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Ecordia 3 are tagged with CMS but not with Drupal nor Joomla, even if in their
abstracts it is explicitly written that they are available also for the two speciﬁc
CMSs.
An eﬀective system should be able to return also approximate results w.r.t. the
user’s query, results ranked based on the similarity of each software components
to the user’s request. Referring to the previous example, it means that the two
mentioned APIs should be suggested as relevant even if the exact searched tag
is not present in their description, due to their similarities with the query.
Another issue stricly coupled with the keyword-based nature of current tagging systems on the web is synonymy. Diﬀerent tags having the same meaning
can be used to annotate the same content. Faviki4 is a tool for social bookmarking that helps users to tag documents using DBpedia [2] terms extracted
from Wikipedia. Although it is a good starting point to cope with synonymy, it
does not solve the problem of ranking tags w.r.t. a query. Moreover it does not
provide the user with any suggestion of tags related to the ones selected during
the annotation phase, e.g., if the user tags a page with Drupal, the tool does not
suggest to tag the page with CMS too.
Partially inspired by Faviki, in this paper we propose a new hybrid approach
to rank RDF resources within Linked Data [1], focusing in particular on DBpedia,
which is part of the Linked Data Cloud. Given a query (tag), the system is
able to retrieve a set of ranked resources (e.g., annotated software components)
semantically related to the requested one. There are two main relevant aspects
in our approach: (1) the system returns resources within a speciﬁc context, e.g.,
IT, Business, Movies; (2) the ﬁnal ranking takes into account not only DBpedia
links but it combines the DBpedia graph exploration with information coming
from external textual information sources such as web search engines and social
tagging systems.
A system able to compute a ranking among DBpedia nodes can be useful both
during the annotation phase and during the retrieval one. On the one hand, while
annotating a resource, the system will suggest new tags semantically related to
the ones already elicited by the user. On the other hand, given a query formulated
as a set of tags, the system will return also resources whose tags are semantically
related to the ones representing the query. For instance, if a user is annotating
an API for ProgrammableWeb with the tag CMS (which refers to DBpedia
resource http://dbpedia.org/resource/Content_management_system), then
the system will suggest related tags as Drupal, Joomla and Magento (each one
related to their own DBpedia resource).
Main contributions of this work are:
– A novel hybrid approach to rank resources on DBpedia w.r.t. a given query.
Our system combines the advantages of a semantic-based approach (relying on
a RDF graph) with the beneﬁts of text-based IR approaches as it also exploits
the results coming from the most popular search engines (Google, Yahoo!,
Bing) and from a popular social bookmarking system (Delicious). Moreover,
3
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our ranking algorithm is enhanced by textual and link analysis (abstracts and
wikilinks in DBpedia coming from Wikipedia).
– A relative ranking system: diﬀerently from PageRank-style algorithms, each
node in the graph has not an importance value per se, but it is ranked w.r.t.
its neighbourhood nodes. That is, each node has a diﬀerent importance value
depending on the performed query. In our system we want to rank resources
w.r.t. a given query by retrieving a ranked list of resources. For this reason
we compute a weight for each mutual relation between resources, instead of a
weight for the single resource, as in PageRank-style algorithms.
– A back-end system for the semantic annotation of web resources, useful in
both the tagging phase and in the retrieval one.
– An extensive evaluation of our algorithm with real users and comparison w.r.t.
other four diﬀerent ranking algorithms, which provides evidence of the quality
of our approach.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we introduce
and detail our ranking algorithm DBpediaRanker. In Section 3 we present a
prototype that highlight some characteristics of the approach. Then, in Section
4, we show and discuss the results of the experimental evaluation. In Section 5
we discuss relevant related works. Conclusion and future work close the paper.

2

DBpediaRanker: RDF Ranking in DBpedia

In a nutshell, DBpediaRanker 5 explores the DBpedia graph and queries external information sources in order to compute a similarity value for each pair of
resources reached during the exploration. The operations are performed oﬄine
and, at the end, the result is a weighted graph where nodes are DBpedia resources and weights represent the similarity value between the two nodes. The
graph so obtained will then be used at runtime, (i) in the annotation phase, to
suggest similar tags to users and (ii) in the retrieval phase, to retrieve a list of
resources, ranked w.r.t. a given query.
The exploration of the graph can be limited to a speciﬁc context. In our experimental setting we limited our exploration to the IT context and, speciﬁcally,
to programming languages and database systems, as detailed in Section 2.3.
For each node in the graph a depth-ﬁrst search is performed, stopped after a
number of n hops, with n depending on the context. The exploration starts from
a set of seed nodes and then goes recursively: in place of seed nodes, at each
step the algorithm identiﬁes a number of representative nodes of the context,
i.e., popular nodes that, at that step, have been reached several times during the
exploration. Representative nodes are used to determine if every node reached
during the exploration is in the context and then should be further explored in
the next step. This is done computing a similarity value between each node and
representative ones – if this similarity value is under a certain threshold, the
node will not be further explored in the subsequent step.
5

For a more detailed description of the system the interested reader can refer to
http://sisinflab.poliba.it/publications/2010/MRDD10a/
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The similarity value is computed querying external information sources (search
engines and social bookmarking systems) and thanks to textual and link analysis
in DBpedia. For each pair of resource nodes in the explored graph, we perform a
query to each external information source: we search for the number of returned
web pages containing the labels of each nodes individually and then for the two
labels together (as explained in Section 2.2). Moreover, we look at abstracts in
Wikipedia and wikilinks, i.e., links between Wikipedia pages. Speciﬁcally, given
two resource nodes a and b, we check if the label of node a is contained in the
abstract of node b, and vice versa. The main assumption behind this check is that
if a resource name appears in the abstract of another resource it is reasonable to
think that the two resources are related with each other. For the same reason, we
also check if the Wikipedia page of resource a has a (wiki)link to the Wikipedia
page of resource b, and vice versa.

Fig. 1. The ranking system DBpediaRanker

In the following we will describe all the components of our system, whose architecture is sketched in Figure 1. The main data structure we use in the approach
contains information about DBpedia resources6 reached during the exploration.
Hence, for each reached resource an associated data structure r is deﬁned as:

As the exploration starts from the seed nodes, a global variable R is initialized
with the set of seed nodes and then it is further populated with other nodes
reached during the graph exploration (see Algorithm 1 in the Appendix). Seed
nodes must belong to the context to explore and are selected by domain experts.
6

From now on, we use the words URI, resource and node indistinctly.
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The algorithm explores the DBpedia graph using a depth-ﬁrst approach up to a
depth of M AX DEP T H (see Section 2.1).
2.1

Graph Explorer

This module queries DBpedia via its SPARQL endpoint7 . Given a DBpedia resource,
the explorer looks for other resources connected to it via a set of predeﬁned properties. The properties of DBpedia to be explored can be set in the system before
the exploration starts. In our initial setting, we decided to select only the SKOS8
properties skos:subject and skos:broader9. Indeed, these two properties are
very popular in the DBpedia dataset. Moreover, we observed that the majority
of nodes reached by other properties were also reached by the selected properties,
meaning that our choice of skos:subject and skos:broader properties does not
disregard the eﬀects of potentially domain-speciﬁc properties.
Given a node, this is explored up to a predeﬁned distance, that can be conﬁgured in the initial settings. We found through a series of experiments that, for the
context of programming languages and databases, setting M AX DEP T H = 2
is a good choice as resources within two hops are still highly correlated to the
root one, while going to the third hop this correlation quickly decreases. Indeed,
we noticed that if we set M AX DEP T H = 1 (this means considering just nodes
directly linked) we lost many relevant relation between pairs of resources. On
the other hand, if we set M AX DEP T H > 2 we have too many non relevant
resources.
In order to ﬁnd the optimal value for M AX DEP T H, we initially explored
100 seed nodes up to a M AX DEP T H = 4. After this exploration was completed, we retrieved the top-10 (most similar) related resources for each node
(see Section 2.2). The results showed that on the average the 85% of the top10 related resources where within a distance of one or two hops. The resources
two hops far from the seeds where considered as the most relevant the 43% of
times (σ = 0.52). On the contrary the resources above two hops were rarely
present among the ﬁrst results (less than 15% of times). In ﬁgure 2 the average percentage of top-10 related resources w.r.t. to the distance from a seed
(M AX DEP T H) is shown.
The exploration starts from a node root. Given a DBpedia node root and a
maximal depth to be reached, this module browses (using a depth-ﬁrst approach)
the graph from root up to a number of hops equal to M AX DEP T H (see Algorithm 2 in the Appendix). For each node u discovered during the exploration,
we check if u is relevant for the context and computes a similarity value between
root and u. Such value is computed by the module Ranker as detailed in Section
2.2. As we said before, given a resource u, during the exploration of the RDF
graph we analyze only the properties/links skos:subject and skos:broader
for which u is either rdf:subject or rdf:object.
7
8
9

http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/
skos:subject has been recently deprecated in the SKOS vocabulary. Nevertheless, in
DBpedia it has not been replaced by its corresponding dcterms:subject.
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Fig. 2. Evaluation for M AX DEP T H. It represents the average percentage (y axis)
of the top-10 resources related to 100 seeds within a distance of 1 to 4 hops (x axis).

2.2

Ranker

This is the core component of the whole system. Given two resources u1 and
u2 in the same graph-path, it compares how much they relate with each other
exploiting information sources external to DBpedia such as search engines and
social tagging systems (see Algorithm 3 in the Appendix).
The aim of this module is to evaluate how strong a semantic connection is
between two DBpedia resources using information taken from external sources.
In our current implementation we consider as external sources both web search
engines (Google, Yahoo! and Bing) and social tagging systems (Delicious), plus
Wikipedia-related information contained in DBpedia. Given two DBpedia resources u1 and u2 , we verify how many web pages contain (or have been tagged
by) the value of the rdfs:label associated to u1 and u2 . Then we compare these
values with the number of pages containing (or tagged by) both labels. We select
more than one search engine because we do not want to bind the result to a speciﬁc algorithm of a single search engine. Moreover, we want to rank a resource
not only with respect to the popularity of related web pages on the web, but also
considering the popularity of such resources among users (e.g., in Delicious). In
this way we are able to combine two diﬀerent perspectives on the popularity of
a resource: the one related to the words occurring within web documents, the
other one exploiting the social nature of the current web. Through formula (1)
we evaluate the related similarity of two resources u1 and u2 with respect to an
external information source inf o source.
pu ,u
pu ,u
(1)
sim(u1 , u2 , inf o source) = 1 2 + 1 2
pu1
pu2
Given the information source inf o source, pu1 and pu2 represent the number
of documents containing (or tagged by) the rdfs:label associated to u1 and
u2 respectively, while pu1 ,u2 represents how many documents contain (or have
been tagged by) both the label of u1 and u2 . It is easy to see that the formula
is symmetric and the returned value is in [0, 2]. Ranker does not use only external information sources but exploits also further information from DBpedia.
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In fact, we also consider Wikipedia hypertextual links mapped in DBpedia by
the property dbpprop:wikilink. Whenever in a Wikipedia document w1 there
is a hypertextual link to another Wikipedia document w2 , in DBpedia there is a
dbpprop:wikilink from the corresponding resources u1 and u2 . Hence, if there
is a dbpprop:wikilink from u1 to u2 and/or vice versa, we assume a stronger
relation between the two resources. More precisely, we assign a score equal to
0 if there are no dbpprop:wikilinks between the two resources, 1 if there is
a dbpprop:wikilink just in one direction, 2 if both resources are linked by
dbpprop:wikilink in both directions. Furthermore, given two resources u1 and
u2 , we check if the rdfs:label of u1 is contained in the dbpprop:abstract
of u2 (and vice versa). Let n be the number of words composing the label of
a resource and m the number of words composing the label which are also in
m
the abstract, we also consider the ratio m
n in the ﬁnal score, with n in [0,1] as
m ≤ n.
2.3

Context Analyzer

The purpose of Context Analyzer is to identify a subset of DBpedia nodes representing a context of interest. For instance, if the topics we are interested in
are databases and programming languages, we are interested in the subgraph
of DBpedia whose nodes are somehow related to databases and programming
languages as well. This subgraph is what we call a context. Once we have a
context C, given a query represented by a DBpedia node u, ﬁrst we look for the
context u belongs to and then we rank nodes in C with respect to u. In order to
identify and compute a context, we use Graph Explorer to browse the DBpedia
graph, starting from an initial meaningful set of resources (seed nodes). In this
preliminary step a domain expert selects a subset of resources that are representative of the context of interest. The set of seed nodes we selected for the context
of databases and programming languages are PHP, Java, MySQL, Oracle, Lisp,
C# and SQLite.
Since we do not want to explore the whole DBpedia graph to compute C,
once we reach nodes that we may consider out of the context of interest we
need a criterion to stop the exploration. During the exploration we may ﬁnd
some special nodes that are more popular than others, i.e., we may ﬁnd nodes
in the context that are more interconnected to other nodes within C. We call
these resources representative nodes of the context. Intuitively, given a set
of representative nodes of a context C, we may check if a DBpedia resource u
is within or outside the context of interest evaluating how relevant u is with
respect to representative nodes of C.
While exploring the graph, Graph Explorer populates at each iteration the set
R with nodes representing resources reached starting from the initial seed nodes.
Each node contains also information regarding how many times it has been
reached during the exploration. The number of hits for a node is incremented
every time the corresponding URI is found (see Algorithm 4 in the Appendix).
This value is interpreted as “how popular/important the node is” within R.
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In DBpedia there are a special kind of resources called categories10 . Since in
Wikipedia they are used to classify and cluster sets of documents, in DBpedia
they classify sets of resources. They might be seen as abstract concepts describing
and clustering sets of resources. As a matter of fact, to stress this relation, every
DBpedia category is also a rdf:type skos:Concept. Moreover, since DBpedia
categories have their own labels we may think at these labels as names for
clusters of resources. Context Analyzer uses these categories in order to ﬁnd
representative nodes. In other words, the representative nodes are the most
popular DBpedia categories in R.
Hence, for each new resource found during the exploration, in order to evaluate if it is within or outside the context, we compare it with the most popular DBpedia categories in R. If the score is greater than a given threshold,
we consider the new resource within the context. The value T HRESHOLD
is set manually. After some tests, for the context of programming languages
and database systems, we noticed that a good value for the context we analyzed is T HRESHOLD = 4.0. Indeed, we noticed that many non-relevant
resources were considered as in context if the threshold was lower. On the contrary, a greater value of the threshold was too strict and blocked many relevant
resources.
2.4

Storage

For each pair of resources, we store the results computed by Ranker. We also keep
the information on how many times a resource has been reached during the graph
exploration. For each resource belonging to the extracted context, the Storage
module stores the results returned by Ranker. For each resource root we store
information related to it: root, hits, ranked, in context, plus ranking results
for each of its discovered nodes ui : root, ui , wikipedia, abstract, google, yahoo,
bing, delicious.

3

Not Only Tag

In this section we describe a concrete system that exploits the algorithms proposed in Section 2 in order to suggest semantically related tags.
We borrow directly from DBpedia the use case to “classify documents, annotate them and exploit social bookmarking phenomena”11 . Terms from DBpedia
can be used to annotate Web content. Following this idea, our system wants
to oﬀer a fully-semantic way of social tagging. Figure 3 shows a screenshot of
the prototype of the system, Not Only Tag, available at http://sisinflab.
poliba.it/not-only-tag.
The usage is very simple. The users starts by typing some characters (let
us say “Drup”) in the text input area (marked as (1) in Figure 3) and the
system returns a list of DBpedia resources whose labels or abstracts contain
10
11

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Category
http://wiki.dbpedia.org/UseCases#h19-5
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Fig. 3. Screenshot of Not Only Tag system

the typed string. Then the user may select one of the suggested items. Let us
suppose that the choice is the tag Drupal. Then, the system populates a tag
cloud (as shown by (2) in Figure 3), where the size of the tags reﬂects their
relative relevance with respect to the chosen tag (Drupal in this case). The
biggest tags are Ubercart, PHP, MySQL, Elgg and Joomla!. When the user clicks
on a whatever tag, the corresponding cloud is created. Thanks to this feature
the user can eﬃciently navigate the DBpedia subgraph just like she usually
does when jumping from a web page to another one. The user can also drag
a tag and drop it in her tag bag area (indicated by (3) in Figure 3) or just
click on the plus icon next to each tag. Once the user selects a tag, the system
enriches this area by populating it with concepts related to the dropped tag.
For example, in the case of Drupal, its most similar concepts are PHP, Software,
Web Development, Content Management System and so on. These ancestors
correspond to Wikipedia Categories. As seen in Section 2.3 it is possible to
discover them because they are the subject of a triple which has rdf:type as
property and skos:Concept as object. Moreover skos:broader property links
Categories with each other (speciﬁcally a subcategory to its category), whereas
skos:subject relates a resource to a Category. By means of a recursive SPARQL
query, ﬁltered by the above mentioned properties, it is possible to check if a node
is parent of another one.

4

Evaluation

In the experimental evaluation we compared our DBpediaRanker algorithm with
other four diﬀerent algorithms; some of them are just a variation of our algorithm
but lack of some key features.
Algo2 is equivalent to our algorithm, but it does not take into account textual
and link analysis in DBpedia.
Algo3 is equivalent to our algorithm, but it does not take into account external information sources, i.e., information coming from search engines and social
bookmarking systems.
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Algo4, diﬀerently from our algorithm, does not exploit textual and link analysis. Moreover, when it queries external information sources, instead of Formula
p
2
(1), it uses the co-occurrence formula: pu +puu1 ,u
.
1
2 −pu1 ,u2
Algo5 is equivalent to Algo4, but it uses the similarity distance formula [3]
instead of the co-occurrence one.
We did not choose to use either the co-occurrence formula or the similarity
distance with DBpediaRanker since they do not work well when one of the two
resources is extremely more popular than the other, while formula (1) allows to
catch this situation.
In order to assess the quality of our proposal we conducted a study where
we asked participants to rate the results returned by each algorithm. For each
query, we presented ﬁve diﬀerent rankings, each one corresponding to one of the
ranking methods. The result lists consisted of the top ten results returned by
the respective method. In Figure 4, results for the query Drupal are depicted.
Looking at all the results obtained with our approach (column 3), we notice
that they are really tightly in topic with Drupal. For example, if we focus on the
ﬁrst three results, we have Ubercart, that is the popular e-commerce module for
Drupal, PHP which is the programming language used in Drupal, and MySQL
the most used DBMS in combinance with Drupal. The other results are still very
relevant, we have for example Elgg and Joomla!, that are the major concurrents
of Drupal, and Linux which is the common platform used when developing with
Drupal.
We point out that even if we use external information sources to perform
substantially a textual search (for example checking that the word Drupal and
the word Ubercart appear more often in the same Web pages with respect to the
pair Drupal and PHP ), this does not mean that we are discarding semantics in
our search and that we are performing just a keyword-based search, as the inputs
for the text-based search come from a semantic source. This is more evident if
we consider the best results our system returns if the query is PHP. In fact, in
this case no node having the word PHP in the label appears in the ﬁrst results.
On the contrary, the ﬁrst results are Zend Framework and Zend Engine, that
are respectively the most used web application framework when coding in PHP
and the heart of PHP core. PHP-GTK is one of the ﬁrst resources that contains
the word PHP in its label and is ranked only after the previous ones.
During the evaluation phase, the volunteers were asked to rate the diﬀerent
ranking algorithms from 1 to 5 (as shown in Figure 4), according to which list
they deemed represent the best results for each query. The order in which the
diﬀerent algorithms were presented varied for each query: e.g., in Figure 4 the
results for DBpediaRanker algorithm appear in the third column, a new query
would show the results for the same algorithm in a whatever column between
the ﬁrst and the last. This has been decided in order to prevent users to being
inﬂuenced by previous results.
The area covered by this test was the ICT one and in particular programming
languages and databases.
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Fig. 4. Screenshot of the evaluation system. The five columns show the results for,
respectively, Algo3, Algo4, DBpediaRanker, Algo2 and Algo5.

The test was performed by 50 volunteers during a period of two weeks,
the data collected are available at http://sisinflab.poliba.it/evaluation/
data. The users were Computer Science Engineering master students (last year),
Ph.D. students and researchers belonging to the ICT scientiﬁc community. For
this reason, the testers can be considered IT domain experts. During the testing
period we collected 244 votes. It means that each user voted on average about 5
times. The system is still available at the website http://sisinflab.poliba.
it/evaluation. The user can search for a keyword in the ICT domain by typing
it in the text ﬁeld, or she may directly select a keyword from a list below the text
ﬁeld that changes each time the page is refreshed. While typing the resource to
be searched for, the system suggests a list of concepts obtained from DBpedia.
This list is populated by querying the DBpedia URI lookup web service12 .
If the service does not return any result, it means that the typed characters
do not have any corresponding resource in DBpedia, so the user can not vote on
something that is not in the DBpedia graph. It may happen that after having
chosen a valid keyword (i.e., an existing resource in DBpedia) from the suggestion list, the system says that there are no results for the selected keyword. This
happens because we used the context analyser (see Section 2.3) to limit the exploration of the RDF graph to nodes belonging to programming languages and
databases domain, while the URI lookup web service queries the whole DBpedia.
In all other cases the user will see a screenshot similar to the one depicted in Figure 4. Hovering the mouse on a cell of a column, the cells in other columns having
the same label will be highlighted. This allows to see immediately in which positions the same labels are in the ﬁve columns. Finally the user can start to rate
the results of the ﬁve algorithms, according to the following scale: (i) one star:
very poor ; (ii) two stars: not that bad ; (iii) three stars: average; (iv) four stars:
good ; (v) ﬁve stars: perfect. The user has to rate each algorithm before sending
her vote to the server. Once rated the current resource, the user may vote for
a new resource if she wants. For each voting we collected the time elapsed to
12

http://lookup.dbpedia.org/api/search.asmx
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Fig. 5. Average ranks

rate the ﬁve algorithms: on the average it took about 1 minute and 40 seconds
(σ = 96.03 s). The most voted resources were C++, MySQL and Javascript with
10 votings.
In Figure 5 we plotted the mean of the votes assigned to each method. Error
bars represent standard deviation. DBpediaRanker has a mean of 3.91 (σ = 1.0).
It means that, on the average, users rated it as Good. Examining its standard deviation, we see that the values are within the range of ∼ 3 ÷ 5. In order to determine
if the diﬀerences between our method and the others are statistically signiﬁcant
we use the Wilcoxon test [13] with p < .001. From the Wilcoxon test we can conclude that not only our algorithm performed always better than the others, but
also that the (positive) diﬀerences between our ranking and the others are statistically signiﬁcant. Indeed, the z-ratio obtained by comparing DBpediaRanker algorithm with Algo2, Algo3, Algo4 and Algo5 is respectively 4.93, 8.71, 7.66, 12.89,
(with p < 0.0001). By comparing these values with the critical value of z 13 , we
can reject the null hypothesis (correlated rankings), and say that the diﬀerences
between our algorithm and the others are statistically signiﬁcant.

5

Related Work

Nowadays, a lot of websites expose their data as RDF documents; just to cite
a few: the DBPL database, RDF book mashup, DBtune, MusicBrainz 14 . SPARQL
is the de-facto standard to query RDF datasets. If the considered dataset has
a huge dimension, SPARQL will return as result of the query a long list of notranked resources. It would be very useful to have some metrics able to deﬁne the
relevance of nodes in the RDF graph, in order to give back to the user a ranked
list of results, ranked w.r.t. the user’s query. In order to overcome this limit several PageRank-like [11] ranking algorithms have been proposed [4,7,9,6]. They
seem, in principle, to be good candidates to rank resources in a RDF knowledge
base. Yet, there are some considerable diﬀerences, that cannot be disregard, between ranking web documents and ranking resources to which some semantics
13
14

http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/ch12a.html
http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/,
http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/bizer/bookmashup/,
http://dbtune.org/, http://musicbrainz.org/
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is attached. Indeed, the only thing considered by the PageRank algorithm is the
origin of the links, as all links between documents have the same relevance, they
are just hyperlinks. For RDF resources this assumption is no more true: in a RDF
graph there are several types of links, each one with diﬀerent relevance and different semantics, therefore, diﬀerently from the previous case, a RDF graph is not
just a graph, but a directed graph with labels on each edge. Moreover a RDF resource can have diﬀerent origins and can be part of several diﬀerent contexts and
this information has be exploited in some way in the ranking process. Swoogle
[4] is a semantic web search engine and a metadata search provider, which uses
the OntologyRank algorithm, inspired by the PageRank algorithm. Diﬀerently
from Swoogle, that ranks RDF documents which refer to the query, our main task
is to rank RDF resources similar to the query. Nonetheless, we borrowed from
Swoogle the idea of browsing only a predeﬁned subset of the semantic links.
Similarly to our approach also the ReConRank [7] algorithm explores just a speciﬁc subgraph: when a user performs a query the result is a topical subgraph,
which contains all resources related to keywords speciﬁed by the user himself.
In the subgraph it is possible to include only the nodes directly linked to the
particular root node (the query) as well as specify the number n of desired hops,
that is how far we want to go from the root node. The ReConRank algorithm
uses a PageRank-like algorithm to compute the relevance of resources, called
ResourceRank. However, like our approach, the ReConRank algorithm tries to
take into account not only the relevance of resources, but also the “context” of a
certain resource, applying the ContextRank algorithm [7]. Our approach diﬀers
from [7] due to the semantic richness of the DBpedia graph (in terms of number
of links) the full topical graph for each resource would contain a huge number of
resources. This is the reason why we only explore the links skos:subject and
skos:broader. Hart et al. [6] exploit the notion of naming authority, introduced
by [9], to rank data coming from diﬀerent sources. To this aim they use an algorithm similar to PageRank, adapted to structured information such as the one
contained in an RDF graph. However, as for PageRank, their ranking measure
is absolute, i.e. it does not depend on the particular query. In our case, we are
not interested in an absolute ranking and we do not take into account naming
authority because we are referring to DBpedia: the naming authority approach
as considered in [6] loses its meaning in the case of a single huge source such
as DBpedia. Mukherjea et al. in [10] presented a system to rank RDF resources
inspired by [9]. As in the classical PageRank approach the relevance of a resource
is decreased when there are a lot of outcoming links from that, nevertheless such
an assumption seems not to be right in this case, as if an RDF resource has a
lot of outcoming links the relevance of such a resource should be increased not
decreased. In our approach, in order to compute if a resource is within or outside
the context, we consider as authority URIs the most popular DBpedia categories.
Based on this observation, URIs within the context can be interpreted as hub
URIs. TripleRank [5], by applying a decomposition of a 3-dimensional tensor
that represents an RDF graph, extends the paradigm of two-dimensional graph
representation, introduced by HITS, to obtain information on the resources and
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predicates of the analyzed graph. In the pre-processing phase they prune dominant predicates, such as dbpprop:wikilink, which, instead, have a fundamental
role as shown in the experimental evaluation. Moreover in [5] they consider only
objects of triples, while we look at both directions of statements. Finally, as for
all the HITS-based algorithms, the ranking is just based on the graph structure.
On the contrary we also use external information sources. Sindice [12], diﬀerently from the approaches already presented, does not provide a ranking based
on any lexicographic or graph-based information. It ranks resources retrieved by
SPARQL queries exploiting external ranking services (as Google popularity) and
information related to hostnames, relevant statements, dimension of information
sources. Diﬀerently from our approach, the main task of Sindice is to return RDF
triples (data) related to a given query. Kasneci et al. [8] present a semantic search
engine NAGA. It extracts information from several sources on the web and, then,
ﬁnds relationships between the extracted entities. The system answers to queries
about relationships already collected in it, which at the moment of the writing
are around one hundred. Diﬀerently from our system, in order to query NAGA
the user has to know all the relations that can possibly link two entities and
has to learn a speciﬁc query language, other than know the exact name of the
label she is looking for; while we do not require any technical knowledge to our
users, just the ability to use tags. We do not collect information from the entire
Web, but we rely on the Linked Data cloud, and in particular on DBpedia at
the present moment.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

Motivated by the need of of annotating and retrieving software components in
shared repositories, in this paper we presented a novel approach to rank RDF
resources within the DBpedia dataset. The notion of context is introduced to reduce the search space and improve the search results. Semantic resources within
a context are ranked according to the query exploiting the semantic structure
of the DBpedia graph as well as looking for similarity information in web search
engines and social tagging systems, and textual and link analysis. The approach
has been implemented in a system for semantic tagging recommendation. Experimental results supported by extensive users evaluation show the validity of
the approach. Currently, we are mainly investigating how to extract more ﬁne
grained contexts and how to enrich the context extracting not only relevant
resources but also relevant properties. Moreover we are developing a wrapper
for ProgrammableWeb using our tagging system as a backend for the annotation process. The aim is to facilitate the tagging process and the subsequently
recommendation of software components in the retrieval phase.
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Appendix: Algorithms

Algorithm 1. DBpediaRanker

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Input: a set S = {ui } of seed nodes
Output: the context
R = ∅;
/* For each seed, we create the corresponding node. We impose each seed to be within
the context.
*/
foreach ui ∈ S do
create new node(ri );
ri .URI = ui ;
ri .hits = 1;
ri .ranked = f alse;
ri .in context = true;
R = R ∪ {ri };
end
f inished = f alse;
while f inished == f alse do
/* We expand only the DBpedia nodes whose corresponding URI is evaluated to be
within the context.
*/
foreach ri ∈ R such that both (ri .in context == true) and (ri .ranked == f alse) do
explore(ri .URI, ri .URI, MAX DEP T H);
end
f inished = true;
/* After we updated R expanding nodes whose URI is within the context, we might
have new representative nodes of the context. Hence, we check if nodes
previously considered outside of the context can be reconsidered as part of it.
*/
foreach ri ∈ R such that (ri .in context == f alse) do
if is in context(ri .URI) then
ri .in content = true;
f inished = f alse;
end
end
end
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Algorithm 2. explore(root, uri, depth). The main function implemented in Graph Explorer.

1
2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Input: a URI root; one of root’s neighbour URIs uri; depth: number of hops before the
search stops
/* We perform a depth-first search starting from root up to a depth of MAX DEP T H.
*/
if depth < MAX DEP T H then
if there exists ri ∈ R such that ri .URI == uri then
/* If the resource uri was reached in a previous recursive step we update its
popularity. Moreover, if uri is evaluated to be within the context we
compute how similar uri and root are.
*/
ri .hits = ri .hits + 1;
if is in context(uri) then
sim = similarity(root, uri);
end
else
/* If the resource uri was not reached in a previous recursive step we create
the corresponding node. Moreover, if uri is evaluated to be within the
context we compute how similar uri and root are, otherwise we mark uri as
being outside of the context.
*/
create new node(ri );
ri .URI = uri;
ri .hits = 1;
ri .ranked = f alse;
if is in context(uri) then
sim = similarity(root, uri);
ri .in context = true;
else
ri .in context = f alse;
end
end
end
/* If we are not at MAX DEP T H depth w.r.t. root, we create the set of all the
resources reachable from uri via skos:subject and skos:broader.
*/
if depth > 0 then
N = explode(uri);
end
/* We recursively analyze the resources reached in the previous step.
*/
foreach ni ∈ N do
explore(root, ni , depth − 1);
end
save root, uri, sim;

Algorithm 3. similarity(u1 , u2 ). The main function implemented in Ranker.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Input: two DBpedia URIs
Output: a value representing their similarity
wikipedia = wikiS(u1 , u2 );
abstract = abstractS(u1 , u2 );
google = engineS(u1 , u2 , google);
yahoo = engineS(u1 , u2 , yahoo);
bing = engineS(u1 , u2 , bing);
delicious = socialS(u1 , u2 , delicious);
return wikipedia + abstract + google + yahoo + bing + delicious;
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Algorithm 4. is in context(uri, R). The main function implemented in Context Analyzer.
Input: a DBpedia URI uri
Output: true if uri is considered part of the context, f alse otherwise
1 cont = 0;
2 r = 0;
3 foreach node r ∈ R do
/*
We consider the most popular DBpedia categories reached during the exploration
as the representative URIs of the context.
4
5
6

*/
if r.URI is one of the ten most popular DBpedia categories reached so far during the
search then
s = s + similarity(uri, r.URI)
end
/*
If the similarity value computed between uri and the representative URIs of the
context is greater than a threshold we consider uri as part of the context.
*/
if s ≥ T HRESHOLD then
return true
end

7
8
9
10 end
11 return f alse

